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Group I ;  over eighteen per cent of the work was in Group 11; over 
fifteen per cent of the work was in Group 111; one pupil represented 
Group IV. Of Group 11, sixty-six per cent was of the copying kind, 
and thirty-three per cent called for the interpretation of data. 

These schools whose work furnishes the basis for this discussion 
may not be representative schools. One cannot, however, but ask 
what is the character of the work done in representative and other 
schools. 

THE GEOGRAPHIC LANTERN SLIDES OF 
BENZINGER, STUTTGART, GERMANY 

INTRODUCTION 

Something over a year ago the Research Information Service of the National Research 
Council established a special apparatus and laborat,ory information section for the develop- 
ment of which the writer was made responsible. His connection with the Division of 
Geology and Geography coupled with a number of letters from universities requesting 
information on slides suitable for geography teaching soon led to a special interest in com- 
mercial lantern slides. The catalogs of about fifty firms and bureaus have been collected, 
including English, Frenc,h, German, and Swiss. Professors de Martonne, Strohl of Zurich, 
and the German Geological Survey assisted in obtaining the names of foreign firms. 

The work soon showed a great mass of material which varied greatly in value and 
made i t  evident that no teacher can hope to select the most desirable slides from the cata- 
logs as now present,ed. When, therefore, one catalog was finally obtained which allows of 
this to perfection, it seemed that due publicity should be given the dealer, both for the 
information of teachers and as an example to  Americ,an dealers of what every teacher 
would like t,o have placed before him. Any information of this sort should be cheerfully 
received by the latter in these days of increasing emphasis on Visual Education. 

The catalogs referred t.o are those of Benzinger of Stutt.gart, Germany. In  these 
938 selected slides are reproduced in miniature with descriptive test and presented as 
follows: 
Vol. I. 
Vol. 11. 
Vol. 111. Germany and German Austria. 375 pictures, 184 pp. 

Other volumes are Wiirttemberg and Hohenzollern, 144 pictures, 47 pp. with descrip- 
tive text by Robert Gradmann, Professor of Geography a t  the University of Erlangen, and 
Bavaria, 216 pict.ures, 64 pp., with descript,ive test by Doctors Chr. Kittler and D. Haberle. 

All are nicely bound in stiff cardboard covers. The reproduct.ions are 1% x 11/16 inches 
and give an excellent idea of how the slide itself would appear. 

Various paper-covered “Parts” are also .published which contain the illustrations and 
titles only. Parts 9 and 10 duplicate the pictures of Vol. I, Part 11 tho.se of Vol. 11, and 
Parts 12 and 13 those of Vol. 111. Part 15 is a name and place register of the 938 views. 
These Parts formerly sold a t  the nominal price of one mark each. Other less important 
circulars are also available. 

An analysis of t.he illustrations shows that of the 362 views of Vol. I, perhaps 112 deal 
with buildings, statues, etc., while about 65 of the 201 views of Vol. I1 and about 100 of the 
375 views of Vol. 111, show similar subjects. A few pictures of buildings (Swiss chalets, 
Kirghiz “yurts,” etc.) which may have real geographic value, were not counted as buildings 
in the estimate. 

Ext.ra-European views 362 pictures, 130 pp. 
Europe without Germany, etc. 201 pictures, 82 pp. 
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Benzinger is not the only dealer to publish descriptions and illustrations of his slides, 
Numerous other firms bot,h domestic and foreign publish descriptions, and a very few pub- 
lish prints.1 No American firm, so far as known, .publishes ot,her than scattering illustra- 
tions. Haynes' escelleut folder on Pellowstone National Park is too specialized a case 
really to constitut,e an exception, tho it should prove an incentive. Benzinger, however, 
offers an unusually excellent, perhaps unique, combinat,ion of description and illustration. 
The scientific charact,er of his descriptions is far more evident than is usually t,he case. This 
is not accidental, since soine geographer of note is niade responsible for each of the 108 sec- 
tions into which he divides t,he world. The whole is under the editorship of Dr. C. Uhlig, 
Professor of Geography a t  the ITniversit,y of Tiibingen, and the collaborat.ors include among 
their number such scholars as Professor 13. Philippson (Bonn), Hans Meyrr (Leipzig), E. 
Oberhummer (Vienna), A. Het,tner (Heidelberg), A. Penck (Berlin), and 13. v. Drygalski 
(Munich). Furthermore, many of the individual descriptions are signed, as that of the 
Karst Topography, quoted beyond. 

Unfortunately, the very delinit,eness of t.he descriptions and the shades of scientific 
meaning introduced thru the technical knowledge of the writers constitute one of the draw- 
backs to a general use of the text; in the case of a reader not, t,horoly acquainted with 
German technical terms, the most import,ant words are just thosefor which no proper mean- 
ing can be found even in the best German dictionaries ordinarily available. With the prints 
already made and the German test writ,ten, it is to be hoped that the publishers may find it 
possible to publish an English edition. 

Altho many other foreign geographic lantern slides, including such German firms as 
liruess, are available from American dealers, no American firm, so far as t,he writer knows, is 
a.t. present act.ing as agent for Benzinger. It is highly desirable that some one should act as 
his representat,ive here; meanwhile, the slides can be imported duty free for educational 
purposes. 

EXAMPLES OF BENZINGER'S DESCRIPTIONS 

The best, way of giving an idea of t,he character of the descript,ions accompanying each 
slide, is by quot.ing some of them. In selecting t,hose to be quoted, a few which mere obviously 
useless geographically were discarded; for the most part they are random selectiona. 
Note in all cases the tle,finite references to the slide under consideration. My own compari- 
son with the photograph of Dover, for instance, shows that the features ment,ioned in the 
description clearly appear. The beach, the cliffs, and the hanging valleys are all there. 

Traiislat,ions of descriptions of landscapes, dwellings and t,opographic features follon.: 
Typical Danish agricultural landscape, Jutland. The generally undulating snrfncr 

of the Danish Islands i s  formed by a drift,-sheet. one to fifty niet,ers thick which rest.< on 
Cretaceoiis format.ions. I t  is largely composed of calcareous till which is conepicunii- lw- 
cause of its extraordinary richness in limc. The Danish f:trmer early uaderstoorl how lit5 

might ~ ~ p p l y  the lime content again to  t,he overlying beds which had becomc decalcified thr i i  
leaching, by bringing the deeper beds to the surface. Thus, with t,he assistance of a f:ivut- 
able warni and humid dimate, he has carried on nn agriculture which is characterized 
fruitful fields and meadows, interspersed with splendid forests as our pict,ure show.. Bewh 
forest,s especially characterize the Danish landscape. In t,hem occur many statel?- tree.: wi: h 
especially bcautiful broad branched crowns, a form of growth which best leads to a scattrrcvl 
stand. In this manner the park-like character of t.he landscape is heightened. 

Where the land, as is often the case on our Sorth Sea coast, 
stretches off perfectly flat towards the sea, there frequently est,ends seaward a broad strip 
more than n kilomet,er wide subject to t,hc twice daily changes of the tide; twice a gray sea 

The tidal flat a t  Duhnen. 

' I am a t  present in correspondence to see what the Swiss Geography Teachers' Association has. They advertise 
an illustrated catalog with tent. Wehrli of Zurich, Switzerland, has an excc:la: catalog reproducins 1000 slides of 
Switzerland. These reproductions are of higher quality than Benzinger's. Cunexndence  is under way to find out 
if a descriptive text is published. 
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surges there; twice the shallow sea bottom dries and becomes passable. Thousands then 
go there to capture fish, crabs, and other forms of sea life. There also gulls and other sea 
birds find their meals. The outlets of the rivers to the sea-which flow thru the flat in 
tortuous meanders and arc full of water even a t  ebb tide-are called “Prielen” and make the 
passage of the flat really dangerous for those not acquainted with the place, especially at 
the approach of flood tide. The flat is navigable for boats of small draught suitable for 
drawing upon the sand or mud. 

Coast of Dover. England approaches nearest to the European mainland in the Kentish 
country. Here the Channel, called the “Strait of Dover” in its northern half and the “Pas 
de Calais” in its southern half, is only 32 km. wide; in clear weather the opposite coast can 
be clearly seen. The land breaks off precipitously in chalk cliffs often 100 m. high. The 
valleys meet the sea mostly as hanging valleys high up on the steep edge, far above the sur- 
face of the sea so that the region is easy to defend. The natural inaccessibility is consider- 
ably strengthened by the artificial fortifications of the high lying forts of Dover northeast 
of the city (background to the left), still more by the Citadel of the Western Heights. Dover 
itself lies a t  the mouth of a little valley, was originally a fishing village, then a t  the end of the 
Middle Ages and the beginning of modern times, a port of passage to  the Continent, 
especially to  Calais, and for 90 years past thru the building of enormous piers, a prominent 
naval base over against Flanders and Germany. In  the picture only the bathing beach of 
Dover is visible. The naval base lies to  the right of the observer, who is looking northeast. 
Dover is also a watering place; in 1911 i t  had 44,000 inhabitants. 

The Thames valley at  Oxford. The Thames, England’s mightiest river, passes thru 
south England with numerous meanders for a distance of 405 kilometers. The steep erosion 
valley leads thru cuestas of Cretaceous and Tertiary and, like the rivers of the south German 
tableland, now breaks thru the steep slopes of the cuestas, now makes its way parallel to  
their base. The river above London is bordered by both drives and large parks in which 
small villages, old farmsteads and ivy mantled castles are scattered. As a route of com- 
merce the Thames above Oxford plays only a moderate r81e; further down in its course, 
thru canal connections with the Avon and the Bristol, i t  becomes an important business 
thorofare connecting London with the West. Much use is also made of the river for sport- 
ing events. The annual boat races of the University of O.xford are famous. 

Shanklin, Isle of Wight. The house of the Englishman in the villages and small 
towns shows predominately this characteristic, that it is a one family house. Right into 
the large cities this form of house is found; thus it predominates in all the London suburbs. 
As a rule the houses are lower than ours, with the living rooms and a kitchen on the ground 
floor and sleeping rooms on the upper. Usually they have a capacious dooryard from which 
a section is taken for a tennis court, and cared for chiefly in the interest of that sport. The 
interior of the houses is usually comfortable with wooden wainscotting in particular favor. 
Heating is by open fireplaces which accounts for the numerous little chimneys on the roofs. 
The fireplace forms the center of the family life on winter evenings. Shanklin, in whose old 
section the picture is taken, lies on the east coast of the Isle of Wight a t  an altitude of 90 
meters. I t  is a notable watering place. The myrtle, with which many houses are over- 
grown, readily winters in the open. 

The wearing back of the high, often 
white chalk cliffs, takes place mainly by the undercutting or underwashing of the breakers. 
The tumbled down rock masses are rolled seaward and landward by waves, often hurled 
against the cliff (Artillery of the Sea), there to be rounded off and made smaller. Note the 
great decrease in size of the fragments along the shore where they are ground into small 
pebbles. The landward rising boulder beach serves ultimately as a protection against 
further abrasion. On the upper surface above the cliff are wonderful beech forests. 

Scotland is rich in large and small lakes. 
The higher lying, more attractive lakelets occur at about the snow line of glacial times. 

Boulder beach on the south east coast of Rugen. 

Cirque lakes in the Scottish Highland. 
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They are like the cirque lakes of the Alps and the American Rockies in their almost circular 
form. In  Scotland they are called not only “Lakes” but frequently also “Tarns” especially 
when they have no outlet. Southward from the Dee valley (see the picture of Balmoral, 
52 b/l Nr. 294) rises the flat, marshy-topped Precambrian ridge of Lochnagar to a height 
of 1148 meters above sealevel. Along its southern base lies a long glacial lake, Loch Dhu, 
which our picture shows together with the steeply rising cirque walls. There is an inlet and 
outlet altho they are not visible in the picture. In  the background lies a low rocky ridge 
which in its form shows clearly the action of the ice. 

The usually large and elongated bodies of water of the valley bottom, sunk much more 
deeply in the highland, are exclusively called “Lakes.” These also are glacially formed, and 
with their clearly marked U-shaped valleys resemble the valley and marginal lakes of the 
Alps as well as the elongated lakes of western Scandinavia. 

This picture is taken from Veli Vrh 
(alt. 1277 meters), east of Crkvice, looking northward over the country which stretches from 
the Bay of Cattaro towards Montenegro. This whole area, 1000 to 1300 meters high, 
possesses no valleys but has large streamless troughs and small sinks in which all water 
percolates awqy. One such, trough (Uvala) lies in the middle ground while several small 
sinks (“Dolines”) are shown in the dark parts of the foreground. In  the right background is 
a completely pitted valley in which no water can flow. Nevertheless, more or less grass oc- 
curs in some of these troughs. These constitute the grazing grounds of the sparse shep- 
herd population. The massive, compact highlands are similar to those in the foreground. 
The brilliant, white limestone cliffs are decomposed by chemical weathering along the bed- 
ding planes and the countless vertical joints. A few trees stand in the middle of the picture 
in such solution fissures, some of which are as much as 10 meters deep. On the smooth 
slopes are found in addition regular downward leading solution channels (as in the right 
front and middle) which may be assigned to the dissolGing effect of the run-off. Some Aus- 
trian forts are on the ridge rising from the depression on the left. 

Karst topography north of the Bay of Cattaro. 

BY v. H. SLANAR, Vienna 

Center Cone in the Tengger Mountains (Batoq, Bromo, with Smeuru in the back- 
ground). On the framework of the Island of Java rest mighty volcanoes. On the east, 
especially, occur individual cones. To these belongs Smeuru, the highest of the Javanese 
Mountains (3680 meters), whose smoke be-clouded summit is visible in the background. 
In  the foreground one is looking into the great crater of Mount Tengger which is one of the 
greatest calderas of the earth. In  the central portion of Mount Tengger, which is over 2000 
meters high, there lies, hemmed in on all sides by steep cliffs, a deeply sunk, level plain from 
which the small volcanoes in the center of the picture rise. The photograph is taken from 
the high rim of the great crater, whose precipitous walls are visible across on the left. The 
flat bare bottom of the great crater in the foreground, called the “Sand Sea,” is caused bp 
fine ash so permeable to water that no vegetation can obtain a foothold on it. The great 
crater ring was made by an explosion which blew off the top of what was then a higher 
mountain. In  the depression thus formed volcanic forces later built up smaller mountains 
which have partly coalesced to form a larger mass. In  the foreground rises the isolated cone 
of the extinct volcano Batoq, which is shown on a larger scale in the picture following. 

In contrast with the Atlantic coast with its num- 
erous bays and estuaries, the Pacific coast of the United States is only moderately endowed 
with these features. Almost the only indentation worth mentioning is that of “Golden 
Gate,” to which San Francisco owes its unique position. At the north boundary of the 
country, however, a t  Cape Flattery, the Strait of Juan de Fuca penetrates deeply into the 
land, to  meet in Puget Sound as it doubles back to the southward a typically fiord-like to- 
pography. Here Seattle, as soon as it was directly joined to the great eastern part of the 
United States by the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad in 1883, rapidly developed 
into a large city (in 1880 it had about 3500 inhabitants, in 1900 about 80,000, in 1910 almost 
240,000). 

Seattle in the years 1884 and 1911. 
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The upper picture shows the typical appearance of a young front-ier town of wood 
(almost, entirely destroyed by fire in 1889); the’lower, that of a business street of a great city 
of the United Stat,es. 

The very rainy climate (west coast climate, poleward from 45”) is evident in the lower 
picture from the fog which spreads out before the slopes of distant Mt. Rainier (see picture 
166). The upper pict.ure is taken from practically the same point as t.he lower, only there the 
mountain is wholly concealed by clouds. 

COKCLUSION 
These translat,ions do scant justice to the preciseness with which the well selected, 

cumulative, German adjectives point out the elements of the landscape. They do show, I 
feel sure, that the descriptions contain real geographic material much of which even ex- 
perienced teachers will be glad to have. This is particularly true since the scenery of the 
United States receives relatively scant, attention while the lesser known sections of t,he 
world-witness the translation dealing with the Javanese volcanoes-receive, compara- 
tively, much more. Since these descriptions present scient,ific facts from literature not 
easily available to most. teachers rather than glittering generalities, and since a teacher may 
have actually before him a picture of the slide as he makes his selection, the firm of Ben- 
zinger deserves both praise and support. 

Clark University 
HOMER P. LITTLE 

GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION 
W. M. DAVIS 

Harvard University 

THE PROBLEM OF ORIENTATION 
The suggestive article on “The method of orient,ation in teaching geography” by Mr. 

Aurousseau in the April number of the Jownal of Geogmphy is ingenious in making practical 
use of a small globe. It leads in the direction of rational teaching and the development of 
intelligence, but it, covers so large a range of problems that its different. parts belong in far- 
separated school years, and some of t,he problems clo not seem to me to belong in geography 
a t  all, certainly not in school geography. The article suggest.s several comments and ques- 
tions. 

I t  in- 
cludes the recognition of the cardinal directions outdoors; the Londoner who did not know 
the direction to  Birmingham (p. 140) must, have been very weak on outdoor orientation. 
Sunrise and sunset will give a rough east and wcst; but in high latitudes, like those of 
England, and in months not near the equinoxes, the direct,ions of sunrise and sunset may be 
many degrees from east and west. A man who “hasn’t a very good sense of direction” might 
to advantage learn to bisect the circular arc followed by tthe sun from sunrise to sunset, as 
an independent way of determining the meridian; and such a determination will be much 
more educational than an appeal to a compass with its empirical correction for variation. 
The bisection of such an arc may therefore be recommended as the nest step, after sunrise 
and sunset, in t,he problem of outdoor orientation. (In this connection, what is meant by 
“variation for the month,” 6t.h line, p. 143, in Mr. Aurousseau’s article?) 

First, “orientation” is a much larger problem than simply “setting the map.” 

SUN-CIRCLE AND LATITUDE 
Second, as to orientation by means of a properly placed globe (p. 142). The latitude of 

the observer is here treated as a known quant,it,y. It ought, of course to have been pre- 
viously determined by t,he pupils themselves. The angle between the plane of the sun-circle 
and the vertical gives, I believe, the simplest independent measure of latitude for school 
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